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COMBATING GENDER INEQUITIES IN LAW SCHOOL: TIME FOR A
NEW FEMINIST RHETORIC THAT ENCOURAGES
PRACTICAL CHANGE
By
Caitlin Howell*
INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that law schools are admitting men and
women in relatively equal numbers, they are failing to adequately prepare women for success.1 Not only do women report
feeling marginalized in law school classrooms, but also they
statistically under-perform men.2 Additionally, men continue to
dominate the upper levels of the legal profession.3 Recently
though, it has also become clear that men experience law school
negatively.4 Just like women, men are not being taught all the
skills they need to be effective attorneys.5
Over the course of contemporary women’s legal history, different feminist scholars have attempted to identify solutions to gender inequities in law school.6 Many feminist legal
scholars have hypothesized that the adversarial nature of law
school is inherently discriminatory against women because it
rewards masculine behavior.7 They argue that the Socratic
method, the hierarchical nature of law school journals, the fierce
competition for clerkships and externships, and mock/moot
court competitions all reward such behavior. These feminist
scholars, therefore, propose a reinvention of law school pedagogy that would reward feminine behavior. They also propose to
insert feminist perspectives into the curriculum.8 This essay argues that while this approach could benefit women and men, it
may perpetuate gender inequity by stereotyping a highly diverse
group of women.9
In Part II, I will provide a background on the concept of
gender inequity and negative experiences in law school. Then, I
will also sketch the different feminist approaches to address gender inequity in law school.10 In Part III, I will identify the gaps
in such feminist scholarship. I will also argue that feminists
should shift their critique to how law schools are failing to provide both women and men with all the skills they need to be
effective attorneys.11 Finally, in Part IV, I will suggest that law
schools would lessen gender inequity if they commit to producing lawyers who are capable of meeting diverse professional
demands.12

BACKGROUND
GENDER INEQUITY AND NEGATIVE LAW SCHOOL
EXPERIENCES
The scholarship devoted to examining the marginalization of law students on the basis of gender has risen with the
increase of women entering law school.13 By conducting empirical studies through the lens of feminist theory, scholars have
identified significant gender inequities in law school that negatively impact students’ experiences.14 Generally, in law school
women under-perform men in terms of grades.15 They are also
unrepresented on grade-based law journals.16 Specifically, studies show that women participate less than men do in the class36

room.17 Women are discouraged from participating partly because the majority of first year professors are males.18 Women
also report higher levels of anxiety, stress, and depression in law
school than men do.19 Studies indicate that, after their first year
of law school, women are less confident in their ability to become successful lawyers.20 Some women attribute their lower
rates of classroom participation, feelings of anxiety, and lack of
confidence in part to the Socratic method and competitive classroom environment.21 They also attribute these feelings to the
limited professor feedback in classes culminating in a “oneshot,” end of the year exam.22
FEMINIST APPROACHES TO ADDRESSING GENDER INEQUITY
Feminist scholars have attempted to devise a variety of
solutions in response to finding that women under-perform men
and experience law school negatively.
INSERTING WOMEN AND WOMEN’S ISSUES INTO LAW
SCHOOL
Some scholars suggest that a basis for reforming legal
education should be inserting gender and feminist perspectives
into first year classes, such as torts and contract law.23 This approach would insert into the curriculum the legal accomplishments and contributions of women.24 This approach would also
recast classes on feminism and the law as essential.25 These
scholars argue that integrating women’s issues into the law
could help female students feel less alienated from law school.26
Not only would women participate more in the classroom, but
male students would also learn about pervasive gender attitudes
in the legal field.27
To achieve equality for women in law school, this approach would also increase both, the sheer number of female law
professors as well as the number of female professors in positions of seniority.28 In order to achieve equality for women in
law school, scholars argue that female faculty members are essential as role models because they bring greater diversity in
pedagogy and perspectives to the classroom.29 Scholars also
assert that having female role models would increase the comfort level of women in the classroom and female students’ selfesteem would rise by seeing successful women in the profession.30 This higher level of confidence could translate into
higher grades and improved overall performance rates for
women in law school.31
ADOPTING “WOMEN-FRIENDLY” TEACHING METHODS
Some scholars suggest going beyond introducing more
women and women’s issues into law school. They advocate restructuring the current adversarial law school model by using
more feminized teaching methods 32 to make it friendlier to
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women.33 Specifically, these scholars recommend making law
school a more “nurturing environment”. They suggest eliminating or tempering the Socratic method, encouraging small-group
discussions and smaller class sizes. They also suggest increasing
professor feedback. Professors would be encouraged to establish
a good rapport with students.34 As a result, women would be less
anxious and be more likely to participate in a “comfortable
classroom” environment where professors provide positive reinforcement and create a sense of community.35
Scholars that advocate making law school friendlier to
women also suggest importing aspects of feminist pedagogy into
the classroom.36 This would include encouraging more collaborative and cooperative styles of teaching and learning to decrease adversariness.37 Using more feminist teaching methods
could empower women to assert themselves in the classroom
and later, in the professional world.38
“HUMANIZING” LAW SCHOOL
Instead of changing law school to accommodate
women’s different learning style, some scholars argue that humanizing law school eliminates gender inequity without stereotyping women.39 Humanizing law school means fostering an
ethic of care in the classroom. This would include providing
positive reinforcement to students and demonstrating respect for
students’ opinions and ideas.40 For instance, professors would
encourage cooperation in class by asking students to assist their
colleagues or “co-counsel” when a student gets nervous and
then, return to the student after she or he has regained composure.41
Demystifying the learning process is another hallmark
of the humanizing approach.42 Instead of eliminating the Socratic method, professors should explain the purpose for using
it.43 Explaining to students that the Socratic method is more of a
dialogue rather than their only opportunity to demonstrate that
they can “think like a lawyer,” could relieve anxiety in the classroom.44 When professors explain to students that the Socratic
method is meant to generate discussion rather than a single
“correct” answer,, law schools would reward women’s ability to
think with a multiple consciousness, or a greater variety of perspectives.45
SETTING ASIDE THE ASSUMPTION OF GENDER
DIFFERENCE

ANALYSIS
GAPS AND PROBLEMS IN CURRENT FEMINIST SCHOLARSHIP
“STIRRING IN” WOMEN AND FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES
Feminist perspectives should be included in the law
school curriculum. However, introducing separate “women’s
issues” in basic classes may exacerbate the notion that these are
“outsider” interests or “asides to the more important objective
business that is the true subject of the class.”52 Moreover, addressing women’s issues in separate courses may perpetuate the
notion that women’s interests are personal having limited relevance to the law generally.53 Merely introducing feminist perspectives as asides also fails to address the current law school
methods and institutions that perpetuate gender inequity.54
Similarly, merely increasing the number of women on
law school faculty will not automatically alleviate gender inequity in the classroom.55 Female professors who heavily utilize
the Socratic method also intimidate women students.56 In fact,
seeing women “do law like men” can only heighten feelings of
inadequacy for female law students.57 Therefore, inserting more
women onto law school faculty without also restructuring the
pedagogy may only perpetuate gender inequity.58
SEX-STEREOTYPING GENDER NORMS
Attempting to humanize law school or make it more
women-friendly based on stereotypically feminine characteristics, necessitates defining what is feminine because it does not
escape essentializing both men and women.59 Restructuring law
school based on sex-stereotypes of masculinity and femininity
excludes from the discourse women that are “unfeminine” and
men that are more “feminine.”60 The humanizing approach purports to circumvent sex-stereotyping. However, it still seeks to
accommodate stereotypical feminine traits such as thinking with
multiple consciousnesses.61 The Socratic method does not disserve all women, just as it does not benefit all men.62 Envisioning femininities and masculinities as homogeneous norms only
serves to sex-stereotype a highly diverse student body. Sexstereotyping marginalizes differences with regard to race, class,
and sexual orientation.63
LOWERING EXPECTATIONS FOR WOMEN

Arguing from a very different viewpoint, some scholars
advocate setting aside gender differences as something occurring
prior to women’s marginalization in law school.46 Instead of
looking at gender as the problem, feminists should examine the
concept of gender as the consequence of the power structure of
law school.47 In other words, “gender” is nothing more than a
construct perpetuated by male-dominated law schools to keep
women from advancing with the same rates of success.48
Addressing gender inequity in law school then becomes
a question of examining operations of power rather than generalizing about women’s perspectives.49 Law schools should change
their focus from attempting to make law school a more
“feminine” place to increasing the political representation of
feminist ideas.”50 This approach contends that by imbuing the
content of legal education with feminist politics, not femininity,
women’s law school experiences would improve.51
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Feminist rhetoric advocating that law schools should
become more women-friendly exacerbates gender inequity and
lowers the expectations for women in law school. This rhetoric
encourages the notion that women cannot succeed in law school
unless it “softens up.”64 Advocating the need to make law school
more “nurturing” or “women friendly” as essential for women’s
success perpetuates female law students’ feelings of inadequacy
in the legal profession.65 This rhetoric does not address the law
schools’ failure to meet demands on lawyers. Instead, it can
wrongfully lead to the conclusion that restructuring law school
to accommodate women comes at the expense of professional
training for all students.66 Instead of addressing the way in
which gender inequity in law school is inextricably linked to the
failure of law schools to adequately depict the range of demands
on lawyers, the women friendly approach lowers the expectations for women in law school.67
37

MEN ALSO EXPERIENCE LAW SCHOOL NEGATIVELY
Feminist legal scholarship largely ignores the negative
impact that the adversarial law school model also has on men.68
Studies on gender inequity in law school show that men experience law school negatively as well.69 Although 41% of females
reported a loss of confidence in law school, 16.5% of men did
too.70 While 16.5% is a significant percentage, the number of
men that experience a loss in self-esteem may be even higher
since men are less likely to report or seek help for feelings of
distress.71 Another study indicated that while one in two female
law students reported feeling less intelligent in law school, so
did almost one in three male students.72 The law school model,
therefore, is harming men as well as women.73 This is particularly true for men who represent a minority or less-traditional
male perspectives. By not stressing the fact that legal education
is failing everyone, feminists risk giving the impression that
reform should occur purely to accommodate women.74
SHIFT IN FOCUS
Feminist legal scholars should re-focus their critique of
law school to address the practical failings of the adversarial
model, which negatively impacts women and men as students
and professionals. By couching recommendations for reform of
law schools purely in terms of gender, feminists are not effectively identifying the gross failings of legal education. Addressing the failure of law schools to adequately prepare women and
men to meet the range of demands on lawyers could push law
schools to make real changes without exacerbating gender inequity.75
THE CURRENT LAW SCHOOL MODEL DOES NOT ADEQUATELY DEPICT THE RANGE OF DEMANDS ON LAWYERS
Law school currently overemphasizes certain skills and
underemphasizes others, failing to prepare women and men for a
diverse professional world.76 Currently emphasized skills include adversarial competition, aggressiveness, abstract doctrinal
analysis, quickness, and performance.77 Underemphasized skills
include collaboration, counseling, mediation, lawyer-client relationships, problem solving, and facilitating transactions.78 The
former model, primarily based on litigation and doctrinal analysis, only applies to a small fraction of real-world practice.79
Many lawyers do not litigate, go to court, or even work in large
firms.80 Additionally, “for those employed as in-house counsel
or are engaged in transactional lawyering, negotiation contrasts
starkly to the classic notion propagated by the Socratic method
of advocating one side before an appellate court.”81
Instead, the legal profession increasingly values collaboration, group problem-solving, role flexibility, and proffering question as well as criticisms.82 The American Bar Association has identified problem-solving, comprised of generating
alternative strategies and keeping the planning process open to
new ideas, to be a fundamental lawyering skill.83 Therefore,
learning collaborative skills is essential for students as lawyers
and firms expand the kinds of services they provide to meet their
clients’ diverse needs.84
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PRACTICAL CHANGES
Law schools committed to producing lawyers that are
more capable of meeting diverse professional demands should
recast academic priorities. Recasting these priorities would simultaneously lessen gender inequity.85 Combining more collaborative teaching styles with current law school pedagogy
would alter both the academic structure and educational substance of law school in a way that would benefit women and
men.86
In terms of academic structure, law schools should rely
far less on large lectures or Socratic questioning. Law schools
should, instead, add more emphasis to clinical programs and
experiential learning.87 With more emphasis on hands-on
lawyering skills and less on abstract and authoritarian interchange between students and professors, law schools should
give students more of an inside look at what it takes to be a professional instead of “hiding the ball.”88
Law schools should also increase small group discussion sections in basic courses. Small group discussion would
help students develop collaborative skills necessary for real
world practice. By developing collaborative skills, small group
discussions would simultaneously break down competitiveness
in the classroom.89 In addition, unlike an end of the year, oneshot exam, more exercises and class simulations would give
students increased feedback on a regular basis. Using diverse
teaching methods such as small group discussions, therefore,
would increase possibilities for students with different learning
styles and more accurately reflect the demands on lawyers in
practice.90
In terms of educational substance, more focus should
be on the contextual application of the law rather than on abstract doctrinal analysis.91 Topics such as race, gender, class,
ethnicity, and sexual orientation should become more central to
the discussion of legal institutions and lawyer-client relationships.92 Instead of the occasional insertion of gender and race
into the curriculum,93 these issues should become an integral
part of the core curriculum.94 Analysis that uses dimensions such
as gender to socially contextualize cases would move beyond the
“add women and stir” approach.95 Moreover, emphasis on interpersonal skills and diversity would more adequately equip students to deal with clients and colleagues. Students would move
away from the false notion that lawyering is always about adversariness.96 Focusing on the contextual application of the law,
therefore, will address the current professional failings of lawyers to understand and better represent a diverse client body.97

CONCLUSION
Since the 1980’s, more women have been admitted into
law schools. However, ever since then, feminist legal scholars
have identified more subtle forms of gender inequity in law
school.98 Many feminists argue that the source of inequity is the
inherently masculine law school model. This model, they argue,
rewards male behavior and penalizes women in terms of performance and experience.99 Similarly, scholars have proposed
solutions to the disparate law school experiences in terms of
gender without problematizing femininities or masculinities.100
However, these solutions rest on stereotypical definitions of
what is “male” and “female.” Stereotypical definitions only risk
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perpetuating gender inequity in law school.101 By using rhetoric
and strategies that suggest law schools should accommodate
women, feminists bolster the notion that women do not belong
in law school unless it “softens up.”102
The studies that feminist scholars have conducted show
that men, women, and minorities are all experiencing law school
negatively. Law schools are failing to teach everyone the skills
they need to be effective lawyers.103 Like the metaphor commonly used to describe women in law school, the canary is just
the first indication that the mine is toxic.104 Through their studies, feminist scholars have identified the institutional failings of
law school. It is time for a new feminist rhetoric that encourages

practical changes without sex-stereotyping men and women.105
Feminist rhetoric should encourage law schools to equip students to meet diverse professional demands. To meet these demands, law schools should change both the academic structure
and substance of legal education. These changes would simultaneously lessen gender inequity.106 Whether certain skills or behaviors are “male” or “female” or whether “masculine” skills are
currently overemphasized in law school while “feminine” skills
are underemphasized is irrelevant. One thing is clear: law
schools are failing a diverse range of students and need to
change.
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Announcing
FEBRUARY 4, 2009
3:00 pm – 8:00 pm
The First Annual Lambda Law Society Symposium on
Marginalized Issues in the LGBT Community:
Race, Class and Domestic Violence
The symposium seeks to offer a forum to discuss marginalized issues faced by many in the
LGBTQ community both nationally and in our nation's capital. This year's symposium will
begin with a panel on Domestic Violence in LGBTQ relationships. A second panel will follow
entitled "Out on the Street," which focuses on issues facing low-income and minority LGBTQ
in the Washington D.C area. The symposium will conclude with an alumni dinner.
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